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You must concentrate on gaining knowledge and education. It 
is your foremost responsibility. Political awareness of the era 
is also part of your education. You must be aware of 
international events and environment. Education is a matter of 
life and death for our country.
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People who have no hold over their process of thinking are 
likely to be ruined by liberty of thought. If thought is 
immature, liberty of thought becomes a method of converting 
men into animals. 
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What we encounter at the University 
of Agriculture, Faisalabad is a broad 
diversity. Aesthe�cally, it is a 
stunning place which houses a 
sizeable community of brilliant 
re s e a rc h e rs  f ro m  t h e  va st l y 
divergent fields of natural, applied 
and agriculture sciences, and where 
the sense of humani�es is budding 
with a strong passion. No doubt, the 
span of exper�se of the professionals, who remain immersed in their sophis�cated 
experiments, serves to brace the backbone of agriculture in Pakistan; the greatest 
boon, perhaps, is the hard labor of all kinds of workers including the cleaners, 
gardeners, laboratory a�endants, security guards, and drivers who contribute in 
their own right as no less heroes to make available the idyllic grandeur and serenity 
in which the teachers and the taught get to achieve great milestones.
There are a thousand reasons to fall in love with the place. Teachers love UAF 
because their endeavours are guided by the spirit of prac�cal idealism of ensuring 
a food secure Pakistan. Students love it for all this alma mater stands for – a symbol 
of friendship, excellence, civic-service, cultural and ethnic diversity of Pakistan and 
an upholder of the moorings of faith and patrio�sm, specifically when establishing 
foreign �es. Students are constantly challenged to get engaged with life beyond 
the campus. Not surprisingly, therefore, whenever faced with challenges in 
professional life, they like to go back to the basics they learnt in university days and 
strive to do good to society, keeping up the tradi�on of the great alumni of UAF 
whose research in this ins�tu�on mostly remains a silent affair and may not grab a 
lot many headlines, but it does save lives and it always has. Indeed, UAF is a great 
progressive ins�tu�on whose character is now being redefined by the academic 
prowess of its female students also. Farming and agriculture related fields in which 
UAF grudgingly guards its interna�onal standing might previously have been 
considered as all-male peer professions, but as the girls have taken to doing these 
things so right on, great revolu�ons are in the offing. This great change reflects in 
the contribu�ons made by female students in various sec�ons and genres covered 
by this magazine. 

Kisht-e-Nau, the student magazine of UAF, tries to engage with the crea�ve impulse of the vibrant student 
community at UAF and transcribes onto pages its rich intellectual rigour. Some�mes, it seems a tough going when 
our Kisht-e-Nau team gets stuck in the middle for not being able to find enough material to publish, but our belief 
in UAF community is never broken and we set the bar for achieving excellence a bit higher every �me we do it. The 
only piece of advice for students is that the pages of such crea�ve magazines are not wri�en in words, it is the lived 
life of a student that enthused warmth once in the spirit of this alma mater, and no other camera, computer, or 
storage device would so faithfully have your emo�ons profiled that you would need to look back to later in life 
when both failures and successes become evenly bland. 
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